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Section 1.       For the Beginner ..........

 Unsharp Mask still has its uses.

  New sharpening tools have been added to later versions of PS and PE; 
these are frequently the tools now chosen to sharpen images, but we should 
not forget Unsharp Mask.
  To increase contrast in an image first create a copy of the background layer. 
Working in a separate layer means you can go back and make changes at 
any time. Go to Unsharp Mask. In PE6 this is in the Enhance menu; in earlier 
versions of PE and in CS it is under Filter > Sharpen. Start with the following 
settings:  Amount 25%, Radius 70% and Threshold 0 (this means the sharpen 
is applied to every pixel; higher threshold values limit sharpening to edges). 
Experiment with different percentages. You will see the edges enhanced, and 
the highlights lightened. If the effect is too great reduce the opacity of this 
layer, or change its mode to Luminosity; to increase the effect duplicate the 
layer and change the mode of the duplicate to Multiply. Alternatively, undo 
back to the “Sharpen” step and alter the settings.
  CS3 offers further control. If applying Unsharp Mask makes already bright 
colours appear overly saturated, choose Edit > Fade Unsharp Mask and 
choose Luminosity from the Mode menu.

Organizing Photoshop Elements.

It is possible to customize your workspace in Photoshop Elements.
1.  Get rid of the Welcome Screen. 
By default, PE 6 shows the Welcome Screen on start-up.  This screen can be 
by-passed by clicking the small black square in the lower left corner ʻShow at 
Launchingʼ. To reinstate the Welcome Screen go to ʻWindowʼ in Menu Bar - 
reselect ʻWelcomeʼ.
2.  Unlike PE 4, in PE 6 nothing can be done about the fact that the PE 
window takes over the whole screen, but the Palette Bin, which hogs a large 
amount of the right hand side of the screen, can be collapsed in both versions 
to increase the available work space
To collapse the Palette Bin (earlier versions) or the Panel Bin (in PE8/9) go 
to ʻWindowʼ - deselect ʻPalette(Panel) Binʼ  OR$ Click on the small handle 
midway down the left edge of the Palette(Panel) Bin - the Bin  will collapse  to  
the right. The handle is still visible at the right edge - click on this again to 
restore the palettes.



Note that the Project Bin which is at the bottom of the screen can also be 
collapsed.
TIP:  Remember that F11 (or fn/F11) will clear all open files away thus 
allowing easy access to the desktop. Pressing F11 again will restore these 
files.

3.  Keep a running check on image editing. 
As well as the ʻNew View” option for following the effects of editing on an 
image  (View - New View), for PE 6, in both the Quick Fix and the Guided Fix 
editing modes, before and after versions of the image can be viewed as it is 
edited.  A drop-down menu, ʻViewʼ, directly under the bottom left of the work 
space, offers the choice between Only before, Only after, Before and after - 
horizontal arrangement or Before and after - vertical arrangement.
4.  Rearrange the Tool Bar. In PE the Tool Bar can be put into the more 
compact 2 column arrangement. Click on and hold the faint row of dots at the 
top of the ToolBar and drag sideways.

Section 2.

PATHS? -who? - Me? (Yes - but only in PS/CS!)

A Path is defined as being vector based (i.e. it consists of  bounding lines  
described by a series of mathematical formulae and not as a map of pixels 
with a location and colour value for each pixel)  and is any contour or shape 
drawn using one or more of the pen tools.
A Path is a line drawn one point at a time, setting down Anchor Points.
$ The tool creates very flexible and accurate selections and, as the Path 
consists of a set of mathematical instructions that ʻfloat above the imageʼ, it 
can be expanded or pushed around without developing the jaggies as 
happens with a bit-mapped image. 
As every other  Photoshop selection tool, with the exception of ʻExtractʼ which 
is another can of worms, works on bitmap and always adds a small anti-alias,  
a Path selection is the only tool that gives an absolutely ʻcleanʼ selection line 
with zero feather or anti-alias.
$ Bézier curves are an integral part of Paths and are defined by their 
passage through a series of anchor points, the amount and direction of the 
curve being controlled by the ʻhandlesʼ that pass through the  relevant anchor 
point.
$ Having got all  that out of the way, Paths are NOT  impossible, the art  
just requires understanding of how they work and a bit of practice.  $



1. 

Explanation of controls:

 
$

$ A.  A simple curved path drawn by the Pen Tool.
$ B.  The handle control point for dragging the direction line.$
$ C.  Direction Line passing through an active anchor point.
$ D.  An active Anchor Point (black). Clicking the mouse button when 
drawing the path  puts down an anchor point. The most recent point is always 
selected, previous points become unfilled (unselected).$
$ E.  An unselected Anchor Point (unfilled).



Several full size images have been supplied in the “Stock photo file”. 
Download these to carry out the following exercises. 
Exercise 1  Drawing straight lines using the Pen Tool:
With ʻPractice Pathʼ 1 open in Photoshop - 
$ Open the Paths Palette to check progress.
$ Expand the menu from the Pen Tool in the Tool Bar (control click on the 
tool) and select Pen Tool.$
$ In the Option Bar, select Paths from the Shape Layers/Paths/Fill Pixels 
block.
$ Click on the numbered points 1 - 7 in order.
$ Click on the Pen Tool icon to end the path.
The Path Selection Tools:
$ The two Path Selection tools are nested below the Pen Tool  icon.  
$ Path Selection tool ( or black arrow) selects an entire path. The entire 
path can then be moved.
$ Direct Selection tool (or white arrow) permits you to click and drag 
handles or segments to reshape a path.
$ For either tool, holding down the Shift Key enables selecting more than 
one complete path or anchor point.
$ Creating, deleting anchor points:  With the Pen Tool selected, click on the 
line to insert and anchor point or on an anchor point to delete it.
Bézier Curves
Curved paths are shaped by clicking an anchor point and dragging out and 
angling  the direction lines by the active direction points using the Pen Tool.
 Exercise 2    Open ʻPaths Practice Curves 2ʼ
$ 1. Click on point No.1.
$ 2.  Click on point No.2 and, while the mouse button is still held down (this 
is crucial!), drag away from the new anchor point at 90 degrees. The height of 
the curve is controlled by the length of the drag, the angle is controlled by the 
angle of the created direction line.  The curve always moves away from the 
direction change of the handle (direction line) as the  line is actually a tangent 
to the curve to which it is attached.
$ 3.  Click on point No. 3 and try dragging the direction line both above and 
below the horizontal plane - observe the behaviour of the curve. To set the 
drawn path to the pattern, drag downwards. Repeat the click and drag the 
line to make the path fit at point 4. 
As, to date, each point put down is an anchor point at which the Sine Curve  
changes direction, at Point 4 we wish to interrupt this sequence, done by 
converting the anchor point to a Cusp ( Corner Point).
At Point No.4, release the mouse button - hold down the Option Key and click 
on the anchor point.  Now click on Point No. 5 and drag downwards. Voila!



To end the path with a straight line between Points No. 5 and 6, click on the 
anchor point formed at position 5 with the Option Key held down to convert it 
to a Corner Point. Click on Point No.6.
 $ 4.  Click in the Pen Tool icon to end the path.
$ A path can be closed by clicking back on the first anchor point.  A small 
circle appears by the cursor to indicate that the last point to be put down is 
directly over the first anchor point.
Exercise 3. After practicing around the supplied diagrams, put in a bit of work 
on ʻGarden Snailʼ (4). Remember, Option-click to convert an anchor point to a 
Corner Point when bending the path around an object or the resulting Sine 
Curves will not be what you want. Hitting ʻDeleteʼ will cancel the last anchor 
point. Is your selection accurate?
Exercise 4. Next try your hand with the elephant teapot (3). Here two paths 
will be drawn and the area contained within the curve of the handle will be 
deleted from the final selection.
With the Paths palette open, (detach the Layers Palette so that both palettes 
are visible) -
$ 1. Draw the outer path around the teapot. Close the path around the 
object.  Path 1 is now put down in the Paths Palette as ʻwork pathʼ.
The second (inner) path must be created as a new work path, otherwise it will 
be added to the existing path.$ $
$ Either  change the work path to a permanent path by double (right) 
clicking in the work path layer and naming the path in the dialogue box. Then 
deselect Path1 by clicking in the Paths Palette outside the Path 1 layer. A 
subsequent path now will be put down as new current Work Path in the Paths 
Palette.
$ 2. Draw the second, inner path. Convert it to a permanent path by 
naming it as for Path 1.
To cut out the teapot as a selection:
$ Make the Path 1 layer in the Paths Palette active by clicking in the layer.
$ Select ʻMake Selectionʼ  from the Paths Palette drop down menu (button 
at top right of palette).
$ Command-J  to put it on a new layer.
$ Working on this selection, make Path 2 the active path in the Paths 
palette.
$ $ Go to ʻMake Selectionʼ as above and hit ʻDeleteʼ.
$ $  

$ $
$ $ $


